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Let the beauty we love, be what we do.  - Rumi



Graypants™ responsibly creates products, architecture, and other fun things around the world.  Founded in 2008, the design studio 
operates teams in Seattle and Amsterdam solving problems and collaborating with clients and retail partners worldwide.

the seattle studio

Seth won his first coloring contest at the ripe age of eight. Jon graduated from bicycle training wheels at around the same time. 
Meeting as roommates in architecture school, Seth had the top bunk and Jon had the lower bunk. Over a decade of designs later, 
they are still wearing the same pants, listening to rock music, and following three simple rules: 

 
Dream. Scribble. Make.

jon
seth

our story 
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max bulb wattage*
*all graypants™ lights use a standard E27 socket.
 we recommend lamps with a 2700K color temperature.
 please maintain a safe distance between the cardboard and bulb.  
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max bulb wattage

responsibly made in holland

proudly designed in seattle | usa

nontoxic fire retardant treated

conformité européenne

use in dry location

responsibly reimagining cardboard boxes   
SCRAPLIGHTS™



Scraplights™ are environmentally and socially responsible every step of the way. The ethical production of our lights is just as 
important to us as locally sourcing all of our cardboard. Graypants™ works with social works programs in Holland to employ 
workers in our facilities. Individuals with disabilities are able to learn about recycling while developing a skill working with their hands. 

Responsible design. Responsible materials. Responsible production.

Quality

Scraplights™ are precision cut with a laser, then 
assembled by hand. Slight variations in color 
or corrugation pattern are a biproduct of the 
handmade process and make your Scraplight™ 
truly unique! Old boxes are tough and your 
Scraplight™ is too, but please treat it with kindness!

Care

Scraplights™ are made from recycled cardboard 
and non-toxic adhesive. They are not meant for 
damp conditions or outdoor use. Cleaning is 
simple! We recommend a quick spray with a can 
of compressed air to remove dust. All shades are 
treated with a non-toxic fire retardant.

Scent

When you first got your Scraplight™, did you 
have a strange urge to make s’mores? That 
campfire smell is not your imagination - we like to 
think of it as an aromatherapy bonus. The laser 
cutting process slightly burns the edges of the 
cardboard, which leaves a lingering smoky smell. 
It will diminish over time. 
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disc16 - GP-141
Ø: 42cm  h: 20cm

disc24 - GP-142
Ø: 60cm   h: 28cm

60

disc20 - GP-145
Ø: 50cm  h: 23cm

disc
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Credits: Kris Dekeijser
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moon10 - GP-161
Ø: 26cm  h: 22cm

moon14 - GP-162
Ø: 36cm  h: 31cm

moon18 - GP-163
Ø: 45cm  18”  h: 40cm

moon
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100 x3100 x3

drum18 - GP-151
Ø: 45cm  h: 21cm

drum24 - GP-152
Ø: 61cm  h: 24cm

drum
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100 x3

drum36 - GP-153
Ø: 92cm  h: 35cm

drum
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100 x3100 x3

ohio24 - GP-231
Ø: 61cm  h: 25cm

ohio32 - GP-232
Ø: 82cm  h: 33cm

ohio
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Credits: Peter Baas
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oliv - GP-171
Ø: 19cm  h: 22cm

oliv
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ausi - GP-111
Ø: 28cm  h: 20cm

ausi
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60

drop26 - GP-221
Ø: 36cm  h: 65cm

60

drop18 - GP-211
Ø: 25cm  h: 45cm

drop
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Credits: Studio Robin Sluijzer & Hinabaay
bell

bell10 - GP-121
Ø: 27cm  h: 28cm

40 60

bell16 - GP-122
Ø: 38cm  h: 40cm
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cone

cone12 - GP-131
Ø: 34cm   h: 24cm

40 60

cone18 - GP-134
Ø: 46cm  h: 35cm
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tilt floor lamp - GP-133
w: 46cm  h: 171cm

tilt table lamp - GP-132
w: 34cm  h: 56cm

40 60

tilt
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sun - GP-201
Ø: 82cm  h: 75cm

100 x4

sun
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arcturus - GP-101
Ø: 163cm  h: 150cm

100 x10 arcturus
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l ighting designed from the package up

lighting designed from the package up

STEPLIGHTS™

max bulb wattage

responsibly made in holland

proudly designed in seattle | usa

flat packed

conformité européenne

use in dry location
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echo - GP-301
Ø: 44cm  h: 12cm

echo
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luna

60

luna - GP-302
Ø: 41cm  h: 15cm
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vela

60

vela - GP-303
Ø: 44cm  |  h: 25cm 
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sleek, solid and efficiently layered to perfection
SLICEFURNITURE™



slice cafe chair - GP-701
w: 38cm  h: 83cm  d: 50cm

cafe chair
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graypants cardboard sign - GP-904

110cm  |  43”

27
cm

  |
 1

0.
5”

sun - GP-201 €1,499
Ø: 82cm  32”  |  h: 75cm  29.5”

sign
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What are you dreaming of? Our creative crew can help you make it a reality. We love working outside the cardboard 
box to bring you completely custom designs, at any scale or price range.  Share your inspiration or set us loose to 
dream up something for you.To discuss your wildest ideas with us, get in touch with our studio.
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the amsterdam showroom



graypants amsterdam 
westerstraat 187 
1015 MA amsterdam
the netherlands 
+31 (0)20 820 8990
amsterdam@graypants.com
graypants.com


